Bedale Primary
Formal Pathway Newsletter
We have been delighted to have all of the students back for the final
part of the term. We know that the past few months have been incredibly
tough for those at home and school. The children have shown so much
resilience and positivity they should all be very proud! On Friday 19 th
March we celebrated Red Nose Day dressing up as Superheroes. The
children and staff did a fantastic job and looked incredible!

Spring Term STAR Pupil
Nominees for STAR of the term are;
2SO: Mackenzie Hannant who learned to ride
his bike (2 wheels without stabilisers) which is
a fantastic achievement.
2LC: Freddie Ineson-Wilkinson for completing
an incredible amount of learning at home,
designing his own timetable and sticking to it
throughout the whole lockdown!
2CB: Mia Franks for completing so much home
learning and participating in all tasks etc
before she started at the school!
2CT: Roxy Whiting – Caskey for her positive
attitude towards Home Learning.

The winner is
Freddie Ineson – Wilkinson!

Rocco Zecca, a parent of one of our
students in school completed 28 half
marathons in 28 days and raised
£10000 for our much-needed Rebound
Therapy Centre. On his Final day Rocco
ran from his home to the school and
completed two laps of the playground.
All the staff and children were safely

standing around the playground to
welcome him and cheer him on.

For Geography this term we have
been looking at India. We have
researched and compared the life of
a child in India, researched the
weather conditions, the lifestyle and
the food. The children have enjoyed
finding out about another country
and understanding that a child’s
life in India does have some
similarities to theirs. The Easter
Holiday could be an ideal time to
experiment with some Indian recipes
at home. Please follow the link
below for ideas and share your
creations with us!

West Indian sweet potato curry recipe |
BBC Good Food

